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UX Designer Interview Questions

The field of UX designing is apparently not much in competition and hence it is not that difficult to get a job. 
By following a perfect pattern of UX Designer interview questions you can clear the interview. Yes, it is 
almost impossible to predict what waits for you inside the interview room. Sometimes the interview is just like a 
casual chat and sometimes it is more revealing and deep-rooted with knowledge.

If you are about to face the UX Designer Interview Questions keep in mind that the interviewer is curious to 
read your mind, and the way you think, and will also try to measure your creativity level. With the best 
approach, you can carry an optimistic approach with your interview and prepare yourself enough to face the 
interview.

Q1.  Can you mention the ideal working format for a UX Designer?

For a good UX designer, it is very essential to maintain communication with other UX designers and their 
working strategy. The designer must also know the modifications in prototypes and all of the wireframe in order 
to create the best of his work.

Q2.  What is most specific about UX design?

The UX design is the most influential prospect in terms of technical art and it does not only include the 
designing but also business proposal in order to gain the best results. It has its own range of space.

Q3.  Describe the major challenges for a UX designer?

UX designing is quite challenging in its own way and the web world has always kept changing. In due case 
maintaining the updating level and acquiring all the possible and prevalent acquaintances is sometimes hard. 
The only major challenge is to hook up the user by every possible means like button, link, scrolling icons or 
anything else.

Q4.  What is the major difference between web and mobile?
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Both are the digital platforms but they are carrying a certain differential behavior among them. The clients of 
the mobile, as well as web, have their own requirements and it can be categorized under the size of the device, 
assigned time, typical scenes and various other aspects.

Q5.  Which you UX methodologies you mostly used?

There are a number of designing methodologies in UX few focusing over the design and others over the 
research and prototyping. There are certain methodologies which are very significant if it comes to outline the 
analysis or any of the strategy for the production like scenario, reviews for experience map.

Q6.  Which tool do you use in UX designing?

For the prototyping and wireframing, prototyping tools are amazing. For the prospect of sketching and 
illustration, there are again particular tools. I mostly prefer Balsamiq and Moqups.

Q7.  How do you practice for the universal designs?

Accessing is certainly a very popular topic with the UX designing. Universal design is very important for 
business growth and development hence its accessing is certain.

Q8.  Can you name few of the major trends in UX designing at present?

UX designing is also about passion and knowledge hence keeping up with the industry is a major driving 
change. The major trends are UX podcast, UX blogs, and wireframe.

Q9.  Mention the UX designing process to us?

UX designing is entirely a typical process including various dimensions (you have to include the essential 
keywords in your answer and know deeply about the company you are giving the interview for). Most of the 
essential components included in the UX designing process are-

Usability
User Research
User testing
Interaction with the designing
Designing of the user interface
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Q10.  Can you highlight the methodologies for UX designing process?

UX designing is an emerging platform these days and is being constantly evolved and modified. There is a 
certain level of analysis and comparison carried out with different operations. Its most of the key methods are –

Content audits
Empathy match
Case scenario
User flow
Custom journey
Prototype
Wireframes

Q11.  Imagine a situation when any of our formal clients declined for your design 
approval. How you will react to the situation?

First and foremost it is perfectly ok if the client denied for my offer because the feedback from clients is entirely 
essential. If there are certain revisions in my work, I will approach the client just after it again. The need of each 
and every client differs and entirely based upon their requirements hence it is normal and obvious that may 
decline sometime for the design options

Q12.  Can you present any demarcation between the UX and UI designer?

UX designer entirely works over the user interface whereas UI designing is based on the effective layout for the 
visualizations on the user interface. UX includes several dimensions into it on the other hand UI is somehow 
just a part of UX designing.

Q13.  If we will hire for you this post, how would you manage the uncertainty and 
differences with your colleague?

(There might be chances that you will be asked this question, be optimistic and give a generalized answer for 
this)

I totally understand the fact that each and every individual have their different perspectives. When it comes to 
designing, things certainly grows larger as we might have several differences with the way we work. But I am 
not that sort of person to be concerned much about that and I will always maintain a healthy relationship with 
my colleagues. I will be overwhelmed to see their work and definitely provide them with the feedback and will 
expect them to do the same in return.
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Q14.  What according to you is an aesthetic usability effect in UI designing?

A phenomenon was introduced by two researchers named Kaori Kashmir and Masaki Kurusu that a perfect 
design will always be persuaded to be more beneficial than the design which is less appealing.

Q15.  If you are assigned with a UX designing project, how do you begin your work?

Before actually designing the project I will try to gather as much as information I could. It will include right 
from the survey to the testing another procedurals. The initial work will somewhere revolve around the basic 
designing and business goals.

Q16.  If any of the design has received a sequence of changes, how would you lately 
manage the changes?

The main reason behind the number of changes with any of the specific project might be that customers or 
client’s needs are not fully understood and executed. My approach would start from the basic elements like 
colour, shapes, placement of the objects, choices and many more. I would also play emphasis over why it was 
rejected and modified several times.
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